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MUTATION IN PLANTS.' 
D. T. MACDOUGAL. 
IJ is presumably safe to say that all students of natural his- 
tory agree in the opinion that living matter has qualities at the 
present time that it did not originally, or always possess, and 
furthermore it is universally conceded that protoplasm is under- 
going such development that it is constantly acquiring new prop- 
erties, and taking form in an increasing number of types, kinds, 
or species of organisms as a consequence. In other words living 
matter is increasing the number of its qualities, multiplying the 
number of forms in which these cqualities are variously grouped, 
and at the same time undergooing such differentiation that an 
increasing complexity is the general tendency of the organic 
world. These facts once realized the biologist finds himself 
confronted with two st upenclous interrogatories. By what 
method is the general development and cliff erentiation of 
organisms brought about as expressed in the formation or 
* origin of new species, and secondly what are the general fac- 
tors which shape this progression ? The amount of mere clis- 
cussion ensuing from the presentation of conflicting views 
brought out by these questions, in comparison with the total 
scientific effort to obtain positive evidence upon the points 
involved is appalling to contem-iplate. Happily the biological 
world is becoming intolerant of wrangling and speculative con- 
tentions, and has earnestly set about finding the facts that will 
afford an adequate and satisfactory solution to the main problems. 
The cult of the study of statistical variations may be regarded as 
one expression of this newly assum-ied attitude, while the devious, 
intricate and oft-times labyrinthine ways of cytological investi- 
1 The general discuLssion of the inttation theory embodied in this paper, 
together with an exhibition of the seedlings of (Enothera, was given before the 
Zoological Seminar of Columbia University, April 23, i903. The comparisons 
between the mLutants were not completed until August, I903. 
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nations have, or should have, their chief purpose in the discovery 
of the physical mechanisms of her eclity. 
The terms (liscofltI11/O1l/S 7'a1l1 tion., or imittatloil in connection 
with the study of inheritance, descent, and the orig-in of species 
may be taken to mean the autonomous physiological processes 
by which one or more individuals of a species give rise to off- 
spring which exhibit qualities, or groupings of qualities not pos- 
sesseci by their immediate ancestors and not previously exhibited 
by the individuals comprised in the parent species progressivee 
mutation), or by which one or more incliviclua]s give rise to inci- 
vicduals lacking qualities or groupings of qualities exhibited by 
the ancestral forms (retrogressive and degressive mutation). 
These aberrant individuals or mutants may transmit their char- 
acters to their offspring in such a manner as to give rise to a 
new line of descent constituting the origin of a new type by 
mutation. 
The number of freaks, sports, bud-variations, and specimens. 
of plants with abnormal forms and sizes of leaves, stems, and 
flowers, some of them highly teratological, to wvhiclh attention 
has been called by various writers in botanical periodicals under 
the designation of mutants makes necessary the emphasis of 
the fact that observations on a single indivi dual, or a single gen- 
eration of individuals are of but little Value in distingu-ishinog 
fluctuating- variations from mutations. Res ults worth a ni oment5s 
consideration may be obtained only by the most careful exclusion 
of the possible effects of disease, of animal or plant parasites, 
of hybridization, and by a careful analysis of the phylogenetic 
value of the divergences as tested by observTations on successive 
generations of living forms. It is in this manner, and in this 
manner alone, that discontinuous ', saltatory variations may be 
distinguished from the results of common, fluctuating and inci- 
viclual variability. Mutation rests in the main upon such sub- 
stantive, discontinuous variations as the acquisition of newv 
characters, or the loss of old ones hitherto transmitted by the 
parent type, or upon simultaneous alterations of both kinds. 
These changes may be accompanied by, or may result in, the 
masking of current qualities, or the unmasking and energizing 
of latent qualities of the parent type. 
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The essential differences between the two processes appear to 
have been originally set forth by Charles Darwin,' and are treated 
at length by cleVries. The formal distinctions drawn by cleVriess 
appear to need some slight modification and elaboration in order 
to make them universally applicable. Thus he holds that con- 
tinuous, or fluctuating variability occurs only in accordance with. 
Quetelet's laws, and that it involves only the number, size and 
weight of organs, and does not include differences in cqualities. 
Cultural experiments of various kinds during the last few years 
have given results in which the qualities as well as the numtber-, 
size and structure of organs have been materially altered, but 
such induced variations or divergences were not transmissible. 
This particular factor in distinguishing between fluctuating and 
mutating variability therefore becomes a safe one, when it is 
modified to make mutating variability include only newly 
acqcuirecl and transmissible cinalities. The presence of a plant 
or an animal parasite may not only change the mechanical fea- 
tures of an organ but may also cause most radical alterations 
in its physiological properties. A single example of the latter 
may be cited in the case of the common species of Euphorbia in 
which the affected leaves alter their geotropic sensibility in such 
manner that they change from diag-eotropism to apogeotropism. 
Such variations are not transmissible however, and in this lies 
the true test between mutation and fluctuating- variation. A 
still further distinction consists in the fact that mutations ensue 
in the rudimentary state of the individual, while the alterations 
in qualities induced by any of the above factors in fluctuating 
variability may be caused in various stages of the development 
of the individual, but in a rudimentary stage of the organs. 
concerned. Mutative alterations arise with the individual, are 
not the direct result of external factors, ancd are perfectly 
transmissible, while fluctuating variations may arise by the influ- 
ence of external factors at various stages in the individual 
development, and are not transmissible in their entirety. 
Much of the confusion inevitable to any discussion of the 
subject may be avoided if it is borne in mind that we habitually 
L )eVries. Illationst/heorie, Bd., 2, 1903. 
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deal with two different conceptions tinder the term species, one 
based upon systematic and the other upon physiological, or 
sexual affinities. The last named conception considers species 
as phylogenetic groups embodying certain elementary characters 
and showing, certain capacities ancl habits, some of which may 
not find expression in external form and structure. The sys- 
tematic conception of species runs closely parallel to the above 
-and should finally express the actual blood relationship of all of 
the forms in the vegetable kingdom. It is practically impos- 
sible however, to take into account features not actually expressed 
in some definite measurable structure, or which may not be deter- 
mined by some rigid physical standard, and comply with taxo- 
nomic methods. Thus numero us undoubted instances are known 
-of two or more g-roups of forms embodying separate lines of 
descent, which, however, may not be separable by taxonomic 
standards. The present discussion is of course concerned only 
with the physiological conception of species, although as may be 
seen by an examination of the features of the mutant forms 
brought tinder consideration, these present anatom-iical character- 
istics sufficient to warrant their recognition upon any taxonomic 
basis. 
The special purpose of the present paper is to consider clis- 
contintuous variation as a probable method of the origins of new 
species, and to present the results of two season's observations 
on the form, habit and behavior of some of the mutant forms 
*discovered by deVries seventeen years ag-o. 
The observation and recording of marked examples of cliscon- 
tintuous variation in lines of descent is as old as biological sci- 
ence itself. Recently this procedure has been brought into the 
focus of attention anewv as the result of the cleVries investiga- 
tions, which tend to demonstrate that it is an important means 
by which species come into existence. More than three cen- 
turies ago (I69o), Sprenger the apothecary of Heiclelbergy, who 
hacl CheliVon-i'lz majm s under cultivation, noted the sudden 
-appearance of a type xvith laciniate leaves in his garden. This 
form which is also distinguished by other characteristics, was 
found to be constant and self-maintenant in competition with the 
parent type, and has remained distinct to the present clay with- 
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-out artificial selection, and no specimens have ever been seen 
which could not be traced back to this original lot of individuals 
in Heidelberg. The citation of a large number of equally well 
:or better authenticated instances of the sudden origin of types 
is to be found in Korschinsky's memoir to which reference is 
made below. 
The space at command does not permit even an outline of an 
historical sketch of the views of the more prominent writers on 
descent, concerning discontinuous variation as a means of origin 
of species. It may be said, however, that Darwin attributed 
some importance to " single variations " in his earlier writings 
but seemed to relinquish this favorable view of the matter under 
the pressure of criticism to which he wvas subjected in connec- 
tion with all phases of his opinions on the origin of species. 
K6lliker's theory as to the transmutability of egg elements as a 
means of heterogrenesis in i 864 will be recalled in this connlec- 
tion. 
Dollo is credited by deVries with being the first to announce 
definitely the conclusion that species might originate by mtuta- 
tion (1893) (il1t1izonsst/licl-, Bd. I: P. 46). Bateson goes so 
far as to say in his summary of T/ic h '1Iatci-ia fo,- dic 'Stiidy if 
Discoulbzuizou1s [a/-ltiol ( I894) that " It (The evidence of varia- 
tion) suggests in brief tMat t/ic (iScoI// i/ 1) 'f ^/ spu'cizs /t's/Il/s fromll 
ti/c dliscoii/iuiiii/j' (ofG/1Uttioz. 
Korschinlsky (i 899) published a most valuable historical 
account of the better authenticated instances of types stuip- 
poseclly originating by discontinuous variation, and made a 
compai son of the theories of natural selection and hetero- 
genesis. The German reprint of his paper (Fbio-a, 89, pp. 240- 
363, 190I) is the completest yet published in citation of facts 
and in review of pertinent literature, and it forms a logical his- 
t. i-inal prelude to the observations of cleVries. 
Tlhe first well-gutiarded scientific observations of the origin of 
new types as a result of discontinuous variation were miade by 
deVries, who by the expenditure of a great amount of labor 
carried out an extensive series of experiments in the cultivation 
of plants of the old (+tio/i1cr1a lallal-cki(ul'a type. The general 
facts obtained by him have been broug-ht to notice repeatedly 
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within the last three years and it will not be profitable to 
rehearse the details at this time. Briefly stated deVries's inves- 
tigations may be embodied in the following paragraphs. 
i. Observations were chiefly concerned with a large num- 
ber of plants growing wild and under cultivation, of the type of 
(Hnot/wu lanuz;-ckiaua. The identity of the parent formh was 
found by comparison with the original description of the plant 
made a century earlier, and by comparison with a type specimen 
in the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle inl Paris collected in I788. 
The actual name of this plant in the revised nomenclature is a 
matter of minor importance in the prese1lt connection. 
2. Numbers of individuals of the pareilt type, as a result of 
cross- and self-pollination indifferently, constructed seeds which 
developed into independent forms, constant and cself- maintenant, 
which differed in habit, structure, stature, appearance and prop- 
erties from the parent type. 
3. The aberrant or multan-t forms might be divided by 
characters as sharp and numerous as most of the so-called 
minor species of the systematist. 
4. No forms intermediate between the mutants, or between 
the mutants and the parent type were found. 
5. That the mutant forms were really groups of phylogenetic 
value was proven by their behavior when crossed with one another, 
with the parent form, and with other species in the samne gents. 
The hybridization experiments wvith these forms has yielded 
some exact evidence as to the preponderance of phylogenetically 
older characters by reason of the fact that the mutants are 
forms the exact ages of which are known. Of the crosses of 
(E. latla and (S. nuuwlla with the parent form, from a half to 
three-fourths were found to be of the parent type, and the 
remainder of the mutant type form. The crossing of mutants 
with each other produces a generation many of which show 
reversionary characters. The mutation hybrids are constant in 
succeeding generations. The separation of antagonistic charac- 
ters in the first generations is weighty evidence in support of 
the theory of elementary characters, and for the mutation theory. 
6. The new types were either constant from the beginning, 
or if weak, inconstant or perishing, showed no tendency to revert 
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to the parent type, and their constancy or fixity might not be 
increased by artificial selection. 
7. More than one mutant might arise simultaneously from 
the parent incivicluals. 
8. Any one of the several mutants observed might originate 
from several parent individuals simultaneously. 
9. The mutant forms might arise from successive genera- 
-tions of the parent types. 
Io. The mutant forms might in turn give rise to new types 
.after their separation from the parent type. 
The above statements rest directly upon observations of care- 
fully conducted experimental cultures and admit of but little 
argument as to interpretation. With this positive evidence at 
hand questions at once arise as to the frequency, occurrence, 
prevalence, exclusiveness, and as to the mechanism of discon- 
tinuous variation as a method of origin of new species. When 
we take up these points we at once enter a field of speculation 
in which it may be seen there is opportunity for unlimited 
argument, and in which with the bias to which most of us are 
subject as a result of our training and investigations, it is diffi- 
cult to maintain a purely judicial attitude. It will be profitable 
to recall some of the more important facts bearing upon these 
matters however. 
First, as to the occurrence of discontinuous variations in plants 
the following examples cited by Korschinsky will be illustrative: 
Eiyt/irI'ia crista gaclli was introduced into cultivation in I 77 I and 
no aberrant forms were seen until seventy-three years later: Bego- 
1uit sem1pelforeis showed deviating forms only after fifty years 
Gclau0zen1 peussicu gave no unusual forms until after one hun- 
cired and twenty years of observation: no mutations were 
observed in Iponoca pnipui-ca in one hundred and twenty years. 
De Vries observed many thousands of individuals of a hundred 
species growing in the vicinity of Amsterdam in i886 and I887 
and found mutations in only one, that one Ofzot/wra-a l/avzarck- 
Iuzna. He points out that remains of plants of various species 
found in mummy cases four thousand years old have been found 
identical with living species in all recognizable characters. As 
a result of a rough examination he also concludes that the 
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elementary characters of any species of a higher plant may be 
reckoned at a few thousand- about 6ooo in CEnothera. If 
Lord Kelvin's estimate of the period during which life has. 
existed on the earth is accepted it might be concluded that in a 
general way the average interval separating multable periods of 
any plant must be several thousand years, although nothing 
in the nature of the question may be taken to indicate anything 
like uniformity in the matter. Some writers have put forward 
the conclusion that at least ten times the above named period, 
or twenty-five hundred million years, would be necessary for the 
derivation of the existing forms of plants and animals by natural 
selection. It must be admitted that both ideas are valuable 
chiefly as attractive examples of imaginative grasp rather than 
as affording any real evidence in the matter. 
It will be recalled that the various theories which have been 
put forward to account for the origin of species have been held 
by their authors and advocates to be mutually exclusive, and it 
seems to have been, and is still taken for granted by the major- 
ity of writers, that all organic forms, both plants and animals, 
have arisen in the main by one simple method of biological pro- 
cedure. The development of biological science has certainly 
reached a stage where this a priori generalization may well be 
abandoned. I can not say that a candid review of the mechan- 
ism of protoplasm, or of the pertinent evidence, from any point 
of view compels adherence to this ancient assumption. 
The great amount of critical study that is being directed to 
the study of hybrids and hybridization is widening the horizon of 
this subject momentarily, and the result of our recently acquired 
information leads us to conclude that species may originate by 
crossing. In such instances the new types are dlue either to new 
combinations of unit characters or to reversionary qualities, it 
being necessary to keep in mind the fact that by such union of 
two types no new characters are brought into existence. It must 
be regarded as unsafe moreover to declare any plant a hybrid of 
any other given forms unless the process of origin has been care- 
fully followed. The fact remains that hybridization is a demon- 
strated source of origin of species however, and it is becoming 
more and more generally recognized that more than one method 
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of procedure may have been followed in the development of the 
prevalent types of vegetal organism. This view of the subject 
has been thoroughly discussed by von Wettstein and need not 
occupy our attention further at the present time (Fcid1/i, (i.c/I. 
iot. GJseC1., Bd. I3, P. 303, I 895). 
DeVries concedes that species might originate by more than 
one method, but he holds that natural selection may account for 
neither the origin, nor the preservation and continuance of spe- 
cies. He furthermore calls attention to the fact that Darwin 
repeatedly asserted that characteristics or qualities were formed 
very slowly but might disappear suddenly, or in other words that 
retrogressive and digressive species formation might ensue by 
discontinuous variation or mutation. (11uluatioust/wor ic. Bd. 2: 
66 i. I903.) 
It is necessary to point out that the use of the term niatlu-eW 
selection as applying in any sense to the ozirisl of species by mu- 
tation is wrong in view of the special meaning long attached to 
that phrase. Natural selection implies constant and progressive 
variation in one or many directions, the individuals distinguished 
by the greatest improvements constituting the fittest and surviv- 
ing from successive generations. The constant and repeated 
survival of the fittest and most improved effecting in time such 
an amount of departure from the original as to constitute a new 
type. The mutants which arise in discontinuous variability are 
seen to depart in all directions from the original, but none of 
these may be fitter than the parent type and may perish. It is 
probable that many thousands of mutants come into existence 
for every one that is capable of existence in competition with the 
parent type. The repeated failure of the successive series of 
mutants can in noise affect the character of the later crops 
of discontinuous derivatives, and hence the failure of the non-fit 
and the endurance of the improvedl form are not dependent upon 
natural selection. Every mutant that survives must not only be 
suitable for its environment but must be of a structure audI habit 
that will enable it to compete successfully with existing types, 
in comparison with which it is enormously weaker in numerical 
strength. It must therefore gain a foothold at once, with but 
little opportunity for adlaptations of any kind. Every mutant is 
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a possible species and the only selection which might be said to 
act is that which determines the type able to live: this selec- 
tion has nothing to do with the origin of the surviving form 
however. 
Thus of the sixteen mutants discovered by DeVries one had 
already established itself when found, although seen to arise anew 
from the parent type subsequently. Perhaps one or two of the 
others might have succeeded in gaining a foothold, but the major- 
ity of the new forms must have inevitably perished if subjected 
to the ordinary competition of the prevailing meadow species. 
As to the cause of mutation, and the mechanism of the proc- 
ess but little except of a speculative nature may be offered. 
Korschinsky assumes that heredity and variability are opposing 
forces or tendencies which are ordinarily balanced. External 
agencies such as successive seasons of good nutrition might 
allow the tendency to variation to overcome the hereditary 
stability and allow the origination of a new form as a result 
of the unloosed, superfluous unbalanced energy. He supposes 
that whatever the agencies may be that cooperate to bring 
about the mutative condition, these forces act upon the develop- 
ing embryo in the seed, although he hazards no guess at the 
manner in which this might be accomplished (Flora, 89: 240, 
i9oi). The above it may be noted is in direct contrast with 
the proposal of Darwin that the development of new types is 
more rapid when species are competing under adverse condi- 
tions, or when the struggle for existence is fiercest. 
So far as DeVries's theory of mutation is concerned it may be 
said to be the logical outcome of, and to rest upon his hypothesis 
of intracellular pangenesis. By this, protoplasm is taken to con- 
sist of ideally minute pangens, which make up the living sub- 
stance. The pangens and aggregations of pangens are the 
bearers of the elementary characters of the species. Altera- 
tions in the numerical relations of pangens are made to account 
for fluctuating variability. The inactivity of pangens and groups 
of these units would cause depressive or retrogressive mutation. 
The formation of new characters in progressive mutations would 
depend upon the development of new pangens, this process con- 
stituting premutation. The formation of identical pangens in 
separate species would account for parallel mutations. 
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But little definite evidence is at hand as to the time at which 
the changes antecedent to mutation, constituting pre-mutation 
occur, although certain stages of development may be designated, 
previously to which they must come about. Mutations of the 
higher plants are first apparent in the seedling but the actual 
alterations or departure from the hereditary behavior must have 
taken place at least as far back as the formation of the sexual 
elements the union of which produced the embryo, and may 
have occurred even earlier. In any case the mutants are per- 
fectly formed in the embryo and influence of any kind upon the 
germinating seed may not alter their nature (see page 746). It 
may be seen from the foregoing that the mutative processes may 
be connected with either the vegetative body or the sexual ele- 
ments, and may be found within the sporophyte, or be confined 
to the gametophyte. 
If the pre-mutative alterations occur in the vegetative proto- 
plasts of a self-fertilized individual both gametes would presuma- 
bly carry the same characters to the union. If, on the other 
hand, premnutation occur in one of the sexual elements, or if it 
occur in the vegetative cells of species which are cross fertilized 
only, the embryos formed would be the result of the union of one 
mutant gamete and one of the regular inherited form. In a sense 
such mutants might be considered as hybrids. This theoretical 
aspect of the question seems to find a reflection in the behavior 
of (E. labta, one of the mutants with pistillate flowers only. When 
pollinated by the parent form, (E. Zamzarckiana, it produces (?. 
ola/ and (E. laarekianlal. 
DeVries conjectures that the causes inducing mutation are 
partly internal, and partly external to the organism. The state 
of external factors necessary to the process probably occur only 
-at uncertain intervals, and is supposed to embrace a combination 
of extremely favorable and unfavorable conditions. 
Probably no more profitable subject for research in the whole 
realm of natural history offers itself to the investigator than the 
problem of the causes which produce new species. The above 
supposition deserves early attention from the experimentalist 
since it is one that is comparatively easily capable of proof and 
disproof. 
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F'i(;. i.-(Enothera lahnarckiana. Rosettes of seedlings two months, and five months of age. 
Photographed from herbarium sheets. (Fee Figs. 2 and 3.) 
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FIG. 2. (Enothera rubrinervis. Seedlings two months, and five months of age. Photo- 
graphed from herbarium sheets. (See Figs. I and 3.) 
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Being desirous of testing the general facts of mutation as 
illustrated by the behavior of the cenotheras under environ- 
mental conditions different from those at Amsterdam, seeds of 
6k . iazar~ckia~ia, CEi. allbroiwrlzZs~, CEi. larta, CEi. ;uuzcigla, (Ei. 
brevistylis, and (E. gqzc-as were procured from Professor DeVries 
and these were placed in soil in the propagating houses of the 
New York Botanical Garden May I5th, 1902. Germination fol- 
loweci in a few clays, and a number of individuals ranging from 
fifteen to forty of every species were pricked out and suitably 
repotted from time to time. The cultures were examined three 
to seven times per week except during February, 1902, and July, 
1903. The amount of work necessary to make minute and exact 
observations on all of the above forms being too great a demand 
upon my time, chief attention was devoted to a comparison of 
the parent type with 1-ubisnci,-is and ,zanu'lla, two mutant forms. 
In order to systematize the results general notes were made 
continuously upon the habits of the growing plants and formal 
comparisons were made at successive stages as follows 
First stage. July I ith, I902. The plantlets were nearly 
two months old and still retained the cotyledons. 
Second stage.. October I 5th, I902. A distinct tap root 
had been formed and a rosette of leaves had been developed. 
Thirde stagc. June ist-ioth, 1903. Adult rosettes had 
been formed, and the smaller leaves which appear around the 
base of the stems were apparent. Some flowering stems were 
beginning to push up. 
Fou t/i stao-c.-August ioth-I ith, I903. A number of 
inflorescences had been produced and flowers were opening daily 
in great profusion on some of the forms. Some of the inflores- 
cences were enclosed in paper bags in order to secure pure seeds 
by means of artificial transfer of pollen. 
The more apparent anatomical differences among the forms 
examined are shown quite strikingly by the series of photo- 
graphs and drawings which illustrate this article. 
The main fact to be kept in mind in regard to the parent 
form is that it is a recog-nized and constant species, which has 
not undergone noticeable alteration during the long period it 
has been under exact observation. The seeds from which the 
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FIG. 3 -(Enothera nanella. Rosettes of seedlings two months, and five months of age. 
Photographed from herbarium sheets. (See Figs. I and 2.) 
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.experimental material was derived we\re SOWll in a bed at s' Grave- 
land near Amsterdam in 1875 and had been allowed to spread 
over all adjoining neglected field until in I884 anl area of 28oo 
square meters was covered. This material showed the presence 
of a form so different froom the parent type, when examilled by 
deVries in i886, as to lead him to consider it as a new species, 
and this muttant, (E. b:z,'istoj'is, which did not arise again during 
the observations, maintained itself in the same locality during a 
period of twelve years, records of it having been made as late as 
t898, and it is still cultivated among the other mntants grown 
by cleVries and myself. Other forms appeared during the 
course of the next fourteen years as has been described in detail. 
It was cleemed advisable to make independent comparisons of 
thle l)lanlts grown in my own cultures with the type specimen 
with which deVries identified his pareiat form, and to this end 
Miss A. M. Vail made a visit to the herbarium of the Museum 
cl' Histoire Naturelle in Paris, in May, 1903, at my recluest, and 
also later a journey to Amsterdam and inspected the cultures 
of (EAziot/u'a-i tinder Professor deVries's own guidance. Miss 
Vail has kindly prepared the following report oin the matter: 
"The parent form, (Eo/ufroagh/be /am/Gvkz'a/ia Ser. was found by 
*deVries to agree in every particular with two specimens in the 
Museum dl'Histoire Naturelle ill Paris. These specimaens con.- 
sist of, first: a plailt cultivated in the Paris Garden that had 
formed the basis of the original description of (EJot/licl-a granW- 
Zflor a Lam. It bears a label indicating it as having been 
included in the herbariLim of Lamarlck which was acquired by 
the Museum in i850. On the margin of the sheet in the hand- 
writing of Poiret (the author of the section dealing with (Eno- 
t/ic,-a in Lamarck's Encyclopedia) is the following inscription 
C nothera -(grandiflora)- nova spec. flores magoni lutei, odore 
grato, caulis 3 pedalis.' This specimen is in flower only and 
consists merely of the branched topper portion of the shoot with 
numerous rather small leaves andcI conspicuously large typical 
flowers. The second specimen comes from the collection of 
Abbe' Pourret that was contained in the collections of Dr. 
1 For a brief general account of the experimental cultures, see MacDouigal, The 
Original of Species by Mutation. 7Ttrrva, Vol. 2, pp. 65-68, 81-84, 97-100, 1902. 
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Barbier inherited by the Museum in I 847. It is filed in a cover 
with (Fil. biCumis L., and bears that name on the sheet, a small 
label inscribed with a series of prelinnean names, and another 
with ' Onagr, 7!1g/'1 Spach and ' (Z'nolt/u'7m bl'C';uiis Linne,' 
both apparently in Spach's handwriting. This is the plant 
.referred to by dce Vries as having Ieen collected presumably by 
Abbe Pourret in the Paris Garden during his visit in 788. 
The specimen represents an unbranchecl upper portion of a 
shoot with numerous large well-developed leaves, partly mature 
capsules and several flowers that are somewhat smaller than 
those of the previously mentioned specimen. These two speci- 
mens differ in no important particular. Tracings of them com- 
pared with living plants grown in the New York Botanical 
Garden from seeds sent by cle Vries agree quite perfectly. 
"A search through the herbarium of the Museum c'Histoire 
Naturelle and that of the New York Botanical Garden does not 
bring to light any specimen of a wild North American plant that 
can be referred to (Ph. iinializkiuza as it is now known and cul- 
tivatecl in Europe, nor does it seem to be known to collectors in 
North America at the present clay. 
'e Several specimens were found however, which might be con- 
jectured as representing a North American plant from which 
(E. iamal-vkiana might have been derived. One of them is a 
plant collected by Michaux now lpreservedl in the Museum at 
Paris, and cited by de Vries in the Mutationsteorie (13d. I: p. 
3i6) and referred by him to a plant frequently cultivated in 
Europe under the name of ('Enot/aclzgraiu/fora Ait (F. siuamc- 
olcns Desf. but which he considers different from (E. iamaz-ck- 
.ania. A tracing was also made of this plant which consists of 
two specimens fastened on the same sheet upon which numerous 
inscriptions bear witness to much diversity of opinion as to its 
real identity. A small slip of paper bears in Michaux's hand- 
writing ' (Eliot/wera (gr,-andifova,' another (the customary label 
of the Michauxian specimens) the inscription '(Ezot/wragr-ani- 
fora Poiret Encycl.,' in the writing of that author of the 
section dealing with (iEnot/w1(a in Lamarck's Encyclopedia 
beneath that ' (Eno1t/ra s/av'covlds Hort. par.' in the writing 
,of Desfontaines, and lastly ' O(iag;-a crui -i1s gra1zdyo1-a Spach.' 
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in the writing of Spach. The larger of the two specimens con- 
sists of a simple entire plant not fully developed, showing root, 
leaves, flowers, and capsules, but no basal leaves. The other 
specimen, which is smaller, is incomplete and fragmentary. A 
comparison of the tracing of the larger specimen with material 
in the herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden shows that 
it is identical with a specimen under the name of Onuigrva bi'Cus 
grandzjjlora (Ait) Lindl., collected by E. S. and Mrs. Steel on 
Stony Man Mountain, Luray, Virginia, August I 5th, i90oi. 
The comparison also shows that the wild plant has undergone 
no change of any kind during a period of over a century. 
",The following memoranda and citations may be of interest 
as throwing some light on the history of (E. lauIrcki'ana previ- 
Ous to 1788. 
Linn~eus in his Species Plantarum says that (En-iot/wclra bicnuiis 
was brought from Virginia in I6 14 and was then (I 7 5 3) common 
in Europe. In Hortus Cliffortianus (I 737) he states on p. 144, 
that it is a native of Virginia, having been brought from there 
to Europe I 20 years before and was at the time he wrote spon- 
taneous and plentiful in the fields of Holland. In Hortus 
Upsaliensis (p. 94. I748) he gives the date of its introduction 
as i620, then declared it to be spontaneous in Belgium, Italy,, 
Gallia and Germania.' So that from the middle of the 17th 
century it was generally in cultivation in the botanical and horti- 
cultural establishments of Europe. 
Referring to some of the prelinnean writers we find that 
Tournefort in IJst. rcA i. /wb rb., on p. 302 (1700) enumerates nine 
species of Onagra, the first four of which only are of interest 
here, as follows: 
(I .) OnaZgra lct/ffolia. Lysimaci/ia ll/atCl, coiizncilata. C. B. 
Pin. 245. 
(2.) Oiaogira latifol.a, floret (Iihdioitc. Ljsimiac/ila C(7r/Wi/-zla/ta 
1/Oil papposa, [171gi(l; , oU(i,/loY fore sus5z5/rco. H. L. Bat. 
(i.) O cigag tatiJolia, floi bus amplls. Lisbuac/ila VIigzniaV , 
(lltelGa, folins latioribis, flori/bus uttcis, muyoribbus. Cat. Alt- 
do1if. 
(4.) ZOnagc-a g anygstljiolia. Ljsiinac/iia 'ifogstifoiia, Canadrnsis, 
corunliculatla H. R. Par. Lj'siuzac/iia coi-inculaat, iltca, Cania- 
densis minor, scu anigusztsfolia Mor. H. R. Bles. 
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In the first of these references Caspar Bauhin in Piniax on p. 
245 (i67I) writes of an American evening primrose under the 
name of Lysizuzac/i'a Inztea corizitcukla, as being a Virginian Lysi- 
machia growing in the Garden at Paduia in i 6 I 9 and adds that 
it was a pleasing plant and easy to propagate from seed. The 
second reference goes back to Hermann's Catalogus, i687, where 
on p. 396 he records a species of Virginian Lysiuzac/ia with 
sulphur colored flowers as growing in the Garden at Leyden. 
The third reference is to a plant with larger leaves and larger 
flowers from the Altdorf Garden. In Jungermann's Catalogus 
plaita;z-itzi quzc i'n /owrto AJlcdio A tdoly5hz zo l zpcrzuntu z- we read 
that a Lysimliac/zia hiltca FR. najen-bz?us, odorc Tabaci. and a (Lysi- 
machia) Viiginui'aa litca Dclp/ziuinzzuz quorndumz, were known in 
the old Bavarian garden at Altdorf in i635 and the statement is 
again repeated in another Catalogus in I 640. It was a suffi- 
ciently remarkable plant for Tournefort to note especially in his 
Institutiones, and it might be inferred that this large flowered 
plant from Altdorf was the ancestor of CZnotl/icla 7ainare-kiaua. 
It would appear as if a form of what is generally claimed to be 
(Enzot/zci- bi'cinis L. with delicate sulphureous flowers grew in 
the Leyden Garden and another with larger flowers in the gar- 
den at Altdorf. Under the same name, Lysiuzac/liat CO/ruiCulata, 
an American evening primrose is said to have been growing in 
the Messina Garden in i 640 and it was known in the Paris Gar- 
den at about the same time or a little earlier and in I 653 in the 
Copenhagen Garden. Morison also records it as occurring in 
the Hortus Blesensis in i669. This last reference is the one 
quoted by Tournefort as his fourth species. Again tinder the 
same name of L. coruiczulata Sherard speaks of it on p. 44 of his 
Schola Botanica as growing in the Paris Garden in i689 and, 
presumably, descendents of the plants he saw were those col- 
lected by Abbe Pourret a century or so after and later made the 
type of the much discussed (E. gozanjftoira Lem. = (E. liazarlck- 
zana Sen. The plant described by Linn~eus in the Species 
Plantarum was doubtless a composite species and it would be 
particularly interesting in this connection to know just what he 
meant by the plant described in the Hortus Cliffo;-tianus as 
being plentiful in the fields of Holland. A tracing of the speci- 
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men which could be considered as the type of the plant described 
by him in the Hortus Cliffortianus has been kindly furnished by 
Dr. A. B. Rendle of the British Museum, and although the flow- 
ers are somewhat smaller than those of the living plants of (E. 
lamarckiana as grown in the New York Botanical Garden nurs- 
.eries, yet the general characters are identical, notably that of 
the entire or slightly emarginate petals. This character is cer- 
tainly not typical of the wild weed-like CE. biennis of waste lands 
FI;. 4.-(Enothera lamarckiana. Adult rosette immediately preceding development of flow- 
ering stem. Photograph of living plant taken from directly above. (See F igs. 5 and 6.) 
in North America to-day. In any case it seems extremely doubt- 
ful that all these cultivated evening primroses should be referred 
to so ungainly and unornamental a plant as (E. biennis. 
Prof. deVries in an article on the introduction of ff. /amarck- 
iana in Holland (Ned Kruidk. Arch. ser. 2, Vol. 6, p. 579, 
i895) gives a long and detailed history of the ancestors of the 
plants taken into cultivation for his experiments. They were 
traced to plants escaped from cultivation and originally raised 
from seed received from a seedsman of Erfurt, Germany. Prof. 
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,deVries also states that (E. biennis and (E. muricata are found 
in Holland, notably on the dunes. 
It seems well established that a large flowered CEnothera was 
seen in the Altdorf Garden in i635, which is probably referable 
to none other than lanarcikiana. Later notes of its occurrence 
are in existence, but the first definite record of the species was 
FIG. 5.-f7Enothera rubrinervis. Adult rosette immediately preceding the development of the flowering stem. 
Photograph of living plant taken from directly above. (See Figs. 4 and 6.) 
in I788. It has been found constant since this date, both in 
gardens and when running wild: its evolutionary procedure is 
therefore none the less valuable as scientific evidence than as if 
it were an indigenous wild growing species. 
(Enotlera lamarckiana is a species which, so far as present 
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knowledge is concerned, has no exact duplicate in the native 
flora of any region, and two probabilities are suggested as to its 
origin: It may have been a native of a restricted range in " Vir- 
ginia'" in which it has been exterminated by agricultural opera-- 
tions, and hence cannot be found at the present time : or it may 
have arisen by some such sudden, and abrupt, discontinous vari-- 
ation. as that by which deVries' mutants came into existence, 
from CE. biennis in the gardens, at Padua, Altdorf or else-- 
where: at least no intermediate forms are known." 
Only eleven specimens of hybrid seedlings derived from 
(Enot/hera lata were brought to the adult stage, in my cultures 
and of these but two conformed to the type of (E. iata, the 
remainder being the 0. lamavckiana form. (E. lata does not 
perfect its stamens but it is capable of being pollinated from the 
parent. The offspring followed the laws governing parent and 
mutant hybrids, which with deVries were found to consist of 
I8% to 20% of the mutant type and the remainder of the par-. 
ent. My own results agree with this. It is clear that this form 
would not have survived beyond the season of its appearance as. 
it does not display any marked propagative capacity. 
CEnot/hwr-a naiZel7i originated in deVries's cultures in i 888 
and has since been followed by him through fifteen seasons. 
The qualities of this form separate it from the parent in such 
manner that it might be considered as a variety by some sys- 
tematists, although its behavior and physiological properties are 
constant and very clearly distinguishable. In following out 
the development of the plant during the eighteen months over 
which my own observations extended it became evident that it 
differs most widely from the parent in its earlier, and also in its 
adult stages, being most like it in the f ull rosette stage. The 
most apparent feature is its diminutive size, both in the young 
plant and in the mature flowering shoot. The stem shows but 
little capacity for branching and did not reach a height of more 
than 20 to 25 cm. in my cultures, or about one fourth that of the 
parent, which sends out numerous vigorous branches. The first 
few leaves have very broad laminge with irregular apical portions, 
and are short petioled. Later leaves are more nearly like the 
parent type but remain shorter petioled which has the effect of 
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making a denser more crowded rosette. The bases of the lam- 
ina are almost cordate in some instances, and vary from oblong 
ovate to ovate in outline, being sparingly toothed. The plants 
established in the soil in the open air did not bloom until about 
-three weeks later than the parent and fE. rubrinervis. No 
noticeable departure from the characteristics assigned this form 
by deVries was found. 
Seedlings of cfnothera rubrineirzis were seen to have nar- 
rower leaves throughout from the earliest stages. The rosettes 
were very closely appressed to the soil, and in this stage the 
margins of the long petiolate leaves were inrolled, thus decreas- 
FIG. 6.-(Enothera nanella. Adult rosette immediately preceding the formation of flowering 
stem. Photograph of living plant taken from directly above. (See Figs. 4 and 5.) 
ing their apparent width. Attention is to be called here to the 
fact that comparisons of leaf forms in plants of this kind 
are permissible only between organs on corresponding por- 
tions of shoots. The lamine were more bluntly toothed than 
those of the parent type, and the midribs occasionally bore a 
tinge of red, while the entire shoot including the leaves of the 
upper part of the stem showed a tendency to the formation of 
anthocyan. The physical qualities of the leaf were strikingly 
different from those of the parent, perhaps the most noticeable 
feature being the great brittleness of the leaves and stems of 
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young plants, indicative of high turgidity and weak development 
of mechanical and supporting tissues. Both of these characters. 
have been observed by deVries, who notes that the bundles of 
Fi(;. 7.-canothera lamarckiana. Adult plant two weeks after beginning of opening of flow- 
ers. Photograph of living plant growln in the soil in the open air, and temporarily fixed 
in a pot. (See Fig. 8.) 
bast fibers of the flowering stems were composed cf elements. 
with thinner walls than those of the parent type. 
The leaves of the full rosettes, were silvery white owing to 
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the fact that the hairs on both surfaces were both longer and 
more numerous than on the parent type. The average length 
of the hairs on the upper surfaces was 35 as compared to 28 
in the parent type, and on the lower surfaces 42 as compared to 
30. The average number of stomata on a unit of area of the 
upper surface of the leaves of r'ibrinerivis was 37 as compared 
FIG. 8.-iEnothera rubrinervis. Adult plant two weeks after beginning of opening of flowers. Photograph of living plant 
grown in the soil in the open air, and temporarily fixed in a pot. (See Fig. 7.) 
with 34 in (Enothei-re lamarckiana. The brittleness character- 
istic of the tissues of rabrinciqv.is may be seen to extend even to 
the hairs, since these structures are easily detachable from the 
dried specimens, and hence giving rise to the conclusion that 
nrbrinervis is less densely pubescent than /amarckiana as given 
in the systematic description below. 
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Still another major difference between the forms in general 
habit is that of the method of branching and the growth of the 
branches. In (E. lamzackizana, the branches from the basal por- 
tion of the shoot were of a length amounting to more than half 
that of the shoot which is also true of (E. ;-ubrinc'lrvis. The 
upper branches of the former remain short and stout however, 
while those of 1'ubtrzitevis attain greater lengths which decrease 
upwardly so that a plant may have a roughly globular outline. 
The majority of the features in which the mutant departs 
from the parent, as described above, are of a nature that would 
equip the new form for living under more arid conditions than 
the parent, although the actual endurance of lrubsrinrzlis to 
decreased supply of moisture was not tested. So far as this 
single observation goes then, it is to be seen that the new char- 
acters of mutants are harmonious in their adaptive relations. 
(E-not/icra ,i-brliberZis originated in deVries' cultures in I899, 
and has also appeared by independent mutations since that time. 
It has been found to be independent and self-maintenant in 
competition with the parent form. 
A large number of flower buds in both zi-bi i'ncr-v1is and 
lamai-ckiaanaa were pierced by some insect, and the larvae coming 
from the eggs deposited made great destruction, and also caused 
the abnormal enlargement of the buds and capsules, which failed 
to perfect seeds. 
De Vries has continued to find the recurrence of some of the 
mutants in the successive crops of seedlings of (Enot/icra 
l/azarlckiaz'a indicative of the fact that the mutating period of 
the parent has not yet been passed. No departures from the 
parent type were found among the individuals which have come 
into bloom up to this time in the New York Botanical Garden. 
The leaves of the seedlings of (79. lanuirckiana are easily dis- 
tingouishable from those of lata, nila,'-11 and i-ubliu'r7iis even in 
the earlier stages, although not so easily separable from some of 
the other forms such as birevity'lis and ,,ptocaipa according to 
deVries. The earliest leaves were ovate, or round-ovate with 
rounded apices, or sometimes slightly pointed. These leaves as 
well as those formed at the age. of five months were distinctly 
petiolate but with the laminae relatively narrower. Adult basal 
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leaves of the rosette in the period immediately preceding flower- 
ing were petiolate with the apices bluntly pointed and with broad 
lamine. The margins of all of the earlier leaves were sparingly 
but sharply toothed. 
Plants set out early in May were blooming profusely early in 
AAu-gust. The basal branches coming out from the axils in or 
near the rosettes were strong and vigorous but the upper branches 
of the stem were short and offered a distinct contrast to the' 
longer, more slender branches of /-lnincr7is, with which it was 
also contrasted by its denser foliage and ]arger more showy 
flowers. Both stems and branches were thicker and heavier 
than in ,wubrz'rzi-v's. 
After noting the great variance in behavior and appearance of 
the parent and two mutants as described above, mature plants in 
bloom, the dried material of the younger plants, and photographs 
were submitted to Dr. J. K. Small, who had previously published 
an arrangement of the American species and who is familiar 
with them in (Small, J. K. EEnothera and its Segregates. Bull.. 
Torr. Bot. Club. 23: i67-i94, i896.) the herbarium and in 
the field. Dr. Small has kindly prepared the following statement 
concerning three forms, which is given in full below: 
The characteristics of (Enotlhu'a iamarckztvic and U<. rubri- 
1ci-Vis as given by Dr. Small are set in parallel columns for con- 
vxenience of comparison: 
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Oenothera lamarckiana Ser, 
I. Seedling- about two monMt/s 
old.- Leaves sparingly pubescent: 
blades ovate to suborbicular, the 
larger about 2 cm. wide, obtuse or 
rounded at the apex, each abruptly 
narrowed into a petiole. 
II. Seedlinygs 5 m/o?z//zs old. 
Rosettes relatively dense: leaves 
copiously fine-pubescent; blades 
typically oblong, the larger ones 
fully 3 cm. wide, quite approxi- 
mately clenticulate, obtuse, or some- 
what apiculate at the apex, much 
longer than the petioles. 
III. Adult Plaid. -Plant very 
stout and luxuriant, o.5 to I m. 
tall. Stem -markedly channeled, 
sparingly hirsute with rather 
spreading hairs, nearly simple, or 
with several relatively short as- 
cending branches near the base, 
and few very short ones above: 
leaves very numerous, 2-2.5 din. 
long about the base of the stem; 
blades shallowly and often irregou- 
larly toothed, those of the lower 
cauline leaves broadly spatulate to 
oblong, rather acute, each nar- 
rowed into a nearly semi-terete 
petiole, those of the upper cau- 
line leaves oblong to oblong lanceo- 
late, acute, or some what acuminate, 
short-petioleci: bracts subcorclate 
at the base: hypanthium 4.5-5.5 
cm. long, about 8 mm. wide at the 
mouth, prominently ridged: sepals 
4-5 cml. lon-, longer than the tul- 
bular portion of the hypanthium, 
the free tips 8-io mm. long: pet- 
als firm 4-5 cm. long, emarginate: 
anthers 13-15 mm. long: stigmas 
5-6.5 mm. long. (See Figs. I, 4, 
7 and 9.) 
Oenothera rubrinervis deVries. 
I. Seedlings about 2 on/10111s old. 
-Leaves manifestly less pubes- 
cent than those of Oe. Lamnar-ck- 
iana ; blades elliptic, the larger 
ones about 1.5 cm. wide, acute or 
acutish at the apex, each gradually 
narrowed into a petiole. 
II. Seedbugs 5 I/io//IMs old. 
Rosettes lax: leaves less densely 
pubescent than in Oe. La,;,arck- 
ianaz; blades spatulate to elliptic- 
spatulate or oblong-spatulate, the 
larger ones about 2.5. cm. wide, 
remotely clenticulate, acute, or ab- 
ruptly pointed at the apex, about 
as long as the petioles or shorter. 
III. Adlult flanl. .- Plant rel- 
atively stout, less luxuriant than 
Oe. Laa;iarckiaua. Stemn scarcely 
channeled, hirsute, with rather as- 
cendinog hairs, typically branched 
throughout, the branches near the 
base elongated, decumbent, the up- 
per ones gradually shorter : leaves 
numerous; blades less prominently 
toothed than in Oe. Laviawck/laa, 
those of the lower cauline leaves 
spatulate to broadly oblong,.obtuse 
or acutish, each narrowed into a 
relatively long petiole, those of 
the upper cauline leaves elliptic- 
oblong to oblong or oblong-lanceo- 
late, acuminate, short-petioledc 
bracts rounded or round-truncate 
at the base: hypanthium 5.5 to 6 
cm. lonlg, about 4 mm. wide at the 
mouth, obscurely ridged: sepals 
3.3 to 3.5 cm. lon-, shorter than 
the tubular portion of the hypan- 
thium, the free tips 5' 6 mm. long: 
petals tender, 3-3.5 cm. long, 
notched : anthers 6-io mm. long. 
stigmas 7.5-Io mm. long. (See 
Figs. 2, 5, 8 and I0.) 
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(Enot/wrz neitnellai was taken by deVries to have a degree of 
separation from the parent type that -would lead it to be consici- 
ereci as a variety, a conclusion which is borne out by Dr. Small's 
description as given below: 
I. .S'ccding (zbo12 l o70/t ont/is ol(d. - Resemibles that of (U~11o- 
t/u'ra lamai-ckia7iia but the leaf-blades are less uniform, some of 
them ovate or. oval, others ovate and somewhat lobed near the 
apex, others broadly ovate, or- prominently apiculate. 
II. Sedling 5 mouths old.- Nearly like that of (16. lmiv/el'- 
mn'(Wa ;but leaves inclined to have longer petioles. 
III. zduilt p(l/it. Plant, stout and stocky in all parts, resem- 
bling- (F. bania,-cXuuur, but smaller, less than 3 din. tall. 
Stem obscurely channeled, hirsute with somewhat ascending- 
hairs, simple: leaves approximate, 7-12, 5 cm. long near the 
base of the stem; blades shallowly, often rather remotely, but 
quite evenly toothed, those of the lower catuline leaves spattulate 
to oblong- acute, or actutish, each narrowed into a semi-terete 
petiole, those of the topper catuline leaves broadly oblong to 
oblong-ovate, acute or slightly actuminate, nearly sessile: bracts 
subcorclate at the base: hypanthium 3-3.5 cm. long, about 5 
mm. wide at the mouth, obscurely ridged sepals 3-3.5 cm. 
long, longer than the tubular portioli of the hypanthium, the 
free tips 5-6 mm. long: petals 3.5-4 Cm. lon-, emarginate 
anthers 11-12 mm. lo-: stig-mas 4-5 lllmm. lo(n0-g. 
(NEFRAL SUAMMARY. 
Discontinuous variation as a possible method of origin of 
species was considered by Charles Darwin in his studies of 
plants and aniimals under domestication, and he concluded that 
if newv forms did arise in this way that they were not self-main- 
tenant (i 868). On the other hand Galton took the position that 
the evolution of species is not necessarily by minute steps (I889), 
but Dollo (according to deVries's, AJiutrationstwhcori, 1-3d. I, p. 46, 
i901) was the first to accept discontinuous variation as the prev- 
alent method of origin of species (1 893). Bateson (I 894) 
brought together a large amount of evidence as to types which 
have arisen in this manner, and a comprehensive summary of 
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FIG. 9.-(E;?o/ereaz leimar-ckrina-. A leaf from basal portion of adult rosette B, leaf from 
middle, and C, leaf from upper portion of rosette; D, leaf from middle of flowering 
stemi; A, bract from lower part of inflorescence; F, flower with petals removed; G, 
petal. (.See Fig. Io.) 
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F'IG. 10.-(En/olheraz rnbrsinervis. A, leaf froma lowel part of adult rosette; B', leaf from, 
middle portion, and C, leaf fromt upper portion of rosette ; D, leaf fromt middle of flow-- 
ering stem; E, bract fromt lowere part of inlflorescenlce ; F. flower nrvithl petals remlov ed 
(, petal. (See Fig. 9.) 
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the principal evidence f urnished by plants was made by Kors- 
chinsky in I 899. Systematic observations upon the subject were 
begun by cleVries in i886 and have been continued until the 
present time. As a result of his investigations cleVries formu- 
lateci his "1 Mutationstheorie," which has appeared in book form, 
the separate parts of which have been published in the periocl of 
I901-1903. This hypothesis rests upon the theory of panogenesis 
previously for mulated by him. 
The parent type, 0. lkaia1kz/7 Jiglia, from which deVries saw 
mutant forms arise has been found constant in its characters in 
cUltivNation in Europe and America and also when running wild. 
This type is not identical with any known member of the Ameri- 
cani flora, and is most nearly allied to Oiurg;71- bi'unns ' ;-dora 
( Ocnot/hzci- bicnnis g;-a7ul/Ziara) from which it is suggested it 
might have arisen by mutation. 
The mutant derivativess of the parent formi are found to be 
constant ill their characters, with nl() connectino- or interouradinuo 
forms, as illustrated by the cultures of the parent, ( ia. ,uu'll7a 
andl (?. z-ub;-uu';-z.!sS, in the New York Botanical Garden durinob 
I902-I903. The mu-titants are clearly separable from the parent 
and from each other both by p)hysiological and taxonomic stand- 
arcis. Furthermore the sl)ecific ch-aracter of the mutants was 
borne out by their behavior wheii hybridized with one another. 
It has l)ecome evident from the results so far accomplished 
that the testing-, study, proof or clis)roof of the theory of the 
origin of species by mutation involves an actual examination of 
lines of descent, and observations upl) )n successive generations 
of organisms of. known genesis. Iii this manner only may 
mutant forms be distinllgished from hybrids, individuals with 
aberrant non-transmissible characters and teratological formations. 
The nature of the questions iiwolved, and the essentially mate- 
rial character of the evidence to be considered is such that all 
controversial discussions not supported by facts of this character 
must 1)e viewed with distrust. In no instance is this more 
plainly apparent than in the recent treatment of the subject by 
Vernon (Vernon, H. M. , ai A;I'niUls (71/1g Pi(/It7s. 1903). 
This author says " Hence it (0Eiotl/icla Aivuibreki'ana) is probably 
a garden variety of fnot/hera 1bz+Cunzis (Evening Primrose), and 
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may be a hybrid plant, whilst the mutations obtained by deVries 
may be merely partial or complete reversions to the original 
ancestors of the plant." It is quite possible, and even probable 
that (E. lama;-ckiana may have been originally derived from the 
same type as (Ei. bi'lcncis as noted above, but to designate it as 
a "garclen variety," and as such ineligible as research material 
is simple evasion. The plant in question has been under more 
or less continuous observation for a hundred and fifteen years 
during which period it has been constant in its characters, and 
has shown no evidence by anatomical similarity or physiological 
behavior of being anything but an independent species. With 
what species could bircnis hybridize to produce luua;uckioan ? 
The genus comprises a comparatively small number of types, all 
natives of America, and none of which were available as a 
hybrid mate to bicinis at the time of the origin of laumuirzcki'na. 
The conjecture in question is totally unsupported after the most 
rigid search for evidence upon the matter. 
Again to consider the pnuttants as reversions to the original 
ancestors of laaiwia-ckiaei s impossible, since the mutant forms 
exhibit qualities not possessed by aliy other known members of 
the genus, including bicu17ins. 
The point raised by Bateson and Saunders (Reports to the 
Evolution Committee. Royal Society. I. p. I 5 3, London, 
1902) that the pollen of lalvai-cki'ana contains deformed g-rains, 
which points to its origin by crossing, is without significance, 
since the author has found that the stamens of plants of bicunis 
growing in the vicinity of New York exhibit a much larger pro- 
portion of deformed pollen than that of the specimens of lamar- 
ckiuan cultivated in the New York Botanical Garden. 
It has been impossible so far to assign mutations to definite 
causes, or to forecast the frequency, or occurrence of the phe- 
nomenon. These phases of the subject constitute the most 
important problems of the subject, which await investigation. 
Theoretical evidence upon such a subject can have but limited 
value, and conclusions of any satisfactory degree of finality may 
be expected only from direct experimental research under cir- 
cunmstances in which the probability of error is reduced to a 
minimum. 
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So far as the origin of mutations 'is concerned, it seems well 
decided that the premutative alterations in seed-plants ensue in 
the vegetative and sexual cells previously to the formation of the 
embryo in which they first appear, and that no environmental 
disturbances may bring about the alterations in question by 
direct action on the seedling. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the various theo- 
ries which have been put forward from time to time to account 
for the origin of species, but to bring under consideration the 
facts upon which the conclusions as to the origin of species by 
discontinuous variation have been based by deVries. These 
facts make inevitable the conclusion that new types of specific 
rank, taxonomically separable, and physiologically distinct and 
constant, without intergracling and connecting forns, have arisen 
in CEnothera by discontinuous variation. That mutation is 
the principal method of evolutionary procecdture is not proven. 
That natural selection is universally prevalent is certainly dis- 
proven that natural selection or any other method is capable of 
accounting for the existence of any single species has not been 
proven with the finality offered by the evidence of discontinuous 
variation. It may be said, therefore, that species have actually 
been demonstrated to have arisen by mutation, some are known 
to have arisen as the result of hybridization, and that evidence 
has been accumulated which has been interpreted to demonstrate 
the origin of species by natural selection, and by adaptation. 
Nothing in the nature of living organisms demands that all spe- 
cies should have originated in the same manner, or that one 
simple, or single method of procedutre should have been followed. 
NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN, 
August, i903. 
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